Phumapiwat Chanyutthagorn
Bangkok, Thailand
Team Ally
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Harrison McComb
Oakland, Michigan
Team Ally
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Abby Peterson
Midland, Michigan
Team Ally
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Gatesana Vongphachanh
Lansing, Michigan
Team Ally
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Phillip Yu
Canton, Michigan
Team Ally
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Collin Cole
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Team Amazon
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University
Nikita Gupta
Johannesburg, Gauteng, South Africa
Team Amazon
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Cameron Hurley
Brighton, Michigan
Team Amazon
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Ashu Kher
Canton, Michigan
Team Amazon
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Dylan Mccarroll
Warren, Michigan
Team Amazon
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Ethan Strain
Rochester, Michigan
Team Amazon
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Akshit Bansal
Delhi, India
Team Anthropocene Institute
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University
Grant Carey
Ohio
Team Anthropocene Institute
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Shrey Jindal
India
Team Anthropocene Institute
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Doyeon Kim
Michigan
Team Anthropocene Institute
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Aidan Lane
Michigan
Team Anthropocene Institute
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Katherine White
Michigan
Team Anthropocene Institute
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Chandan Aralikatti
Michigan
Team Atomic Object
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University
Wenrui Li
Taishan, Guangdong, China
Team Atomic Object

Abigail Murray
Dearborn, Michigan
Team Atomic Object

Frank Nylander
Grand Ledge, Michigan
Team Atomic Object

Neil Warraich
Novi, Michigan
Team Atomic Object

Caroline Gormely
Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan
Team Auto-Owners

Tyler Gyulveszi
Belleville, Michigan
Team Auto-Owners
John Lin  
Rochester Hills, Michigan  
Team Auto-Owners  
The Capstone Experience  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

David Sugai  
Ann Arbor, Michigan  
Team Auto-Owners  
The Capstone Experience  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Samuel Ward  
Kentwood, Michigan  
Team Auto-Owners  
The Capstone Experience  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Yuzhen Zhou  
Shenzhen, Guangdong, China  
Team Auto-Owners  
The Capstone Experience  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Matthew Baxter  
Lansing, Michigan  
Team CSAA Insurance  
The Capstone Experience  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

AJ Bensman  
Cincinnati, Ohio  
Team CSAA Insurance  
The Capstone Experience  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University
Tolu Fashina
Ikyoi, Lagos, Nigeria

Team Kellogg’s

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Devin Masiak
Clinton Township, Michigan

Team Kellogg’s

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Jonathan Shomali
Corunna, Michigan

Team Kellogg’s

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Mike Guan
Shanghai, Shanghai, China

Team Kohl’s

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Gage Hohwart
Saginaw, Michigan

Team Kohl’s

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Joey Meng
Troy, Michigan

Team Kohl’s

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University
Miriam Oginsky  
Ann Arbor, Michigan  
Team Kohl’s  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Blake Sabbagh  
Ann Arbor, Michigan  
Team Kohl’s  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Matt Anikiej  
Elmhurst, Illinois  
Team Lockheed Martin Space  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Carlo Barths  
Bloomfield Township, Michigan  
Team Lockheed Martin Space  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Nathaniel Ferry  
Grosse Pointe, Michigan  
Team Lockheed Martin Space  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Dom Mazza  
Tampa, Florida  
Team Lockheed Martin Space  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University
Josh Jacob
Macomb, Michigan
Team Meijer
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Mounika Jetti
Guntur, Andhra Pradesh, India
Team Meijer
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Matthew Mannausa
East Lansing, Michigan
Team Meijer
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Jacob Pavlawk
Munger, Michigan
Team Meijer
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Ricardo Paz
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Team Meijer
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Samantha Sebestyen
Brighton, Michigan
Team Meijer
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University
Gengyuan Bai
Zhengzhou, Henan, China
Team Michigan State University
Linguistics
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Sonia Moozhayil
Clinton Township, Michigan
Team Michigan State University
Linguistics
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Jennifer Tran
Holt, Michigan
Team Michigan State University
Linguistics
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Lucas Wilkerson
Battle Creek, Michigan
Team Michigan State University
Linguistics
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Jake Zolkosky
Pinckney, Michigan
Team Michigan State University
Linguistics
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Aditya Ashok
Bangalore, Karnataka, India
Team Microsoft
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University
Sadeem Boji
West Bloomfield, Michigan
Team MSUFCU
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Chris Cardimen
Rochester Hills, Michigan
Team MSUFCU
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Zhendong Chen
Shenzhen, Guangdong, China
Team MSUFCU
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Liam McCune
East Lansing, Michigan
Team MSUFCU
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Jotham Teshome
West Bloomfield, Michigan
Team MSUFCU
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Justin Doan
Belleville, Michigan
Team Roosevelt Innovations
Data Science
The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University
Carson Honkala  
Ashland, Wisconsin  
Team Roosevelt Innovations  
Data Science  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Jeffrey Lo  
Fremont, California  
Team Roosevelt Innovations  
Data Science  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Tanawan Premsri  
Mueang Rayong, Rayong, Thailand  
Team Roosevelt Innovations  
Data Science  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Kate Roney  
Plymouth, Michigan  
Team Roosevelt Innovations  
Data Science  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Junchi Zhu  
Suqian, Jiangsu, China  
Team Roosevelt Innovations  
Data Science  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Chase Devries  
Spring Lake, Michigan  
Team Roosevelt Innovations  
Knowledge Science  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University
Jason Harris
Southfield, Michigan
Team Roosevelt Innovations
Knowledge Science

Christian Lulaj
Sterling Heights, Michigan
Team Roosevelt Innovations
Knowledge Science

Kristian Rica
Troy, Michigan
Team Roosevelt Innovations
Knowledge Science

Xinghe Zhang
Okemos, Michigan
Team Roosevelt Innovations
Knowledge Science

Andrew Hou
Novi, Michigan
Team RPM

Junhao Liu
Suzhou, Jiangsu, China
Team RPM
Nikit Parakh  
Indore, Madhya Pradesh, India  
Team RPM  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Zach Troxell  
Lexington, Missouri  
Team RPM  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Hanshi Zuo  
Okemos, Michigan  
Team RPM  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Shashwat Bhatia  
Canton, Michigan  
Team Stryker  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Owen Evey  
Grand Rapids, Michigan  
Team Stryker  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Joseph Klynstra  
Caledonia, Michigan  
Team Stryker  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University
Abhiram Penmethsa  
Farmington Hills, Michigan  
Team Stryker  
The Capstone Experience  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Jake Perialas  
DeWitt, Michigan  
Team Stryker  
The Capstone Experience  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Melody Buado  
Kenosha, Wisconsin  
Team Targets’ Tip  
The Capstone Experience  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Gigi Dauphinee  
Midland, Michigan  
Team Targets’ Tip  
The Capstone Experience  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Lemmy Lin  
Shenzhen, Guangdong, China  
Team Targets’ Tip  
The Capstone Experience  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Jacob Theobald  
Brownstown, Michigan  
Team Targets’ Tip  
The Capstone Experience  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University
Logan Wolfe  
Lansing, Michigan  
Team Targets’ Tip

Daniyal Dar  
Srinagar, Jammu And Kashmir, India  
Team TechSmith

Carson Farrell  
Macomb, Michigan  
Team TechSmith

Simon Harmata  
Lockport, Illinois  
Team TechSmith

Michael Montgomery III  
Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan  
Team TechSmith

Peter Song  
Wonju-si, Gangwon-do, Republic Of Korea  
Team TechSmith
Aryan Verma
Novi, Michigan
Team TechSmith

Darien Ford
Royal Oak, Michigan
Team Union Pacific

Reid Harry
Kingsford, Michigan
Team Union Pacific

Adam Kasumovic
Chesterfield, Michigan
Team Union Pacific

Nicholas Shari
Roseville, Michigan
Team Union Pacific

Kevin Shin
Rochester Hills, Michigan
Team Union Pacific
Nhat Vong  
Muskegon, Michigan  
Team Union Pacific  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Hargun Atwal  
Wayne, Michigan  
Team United Airlines  
Airport Operations  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Joseph Chen  
Rochester Hills, Michigan  
Team United Airlines  
Airport Operations  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Elizabeth DeBack  
Sparta, Michigan  
Team United Airlines  
Airport Operations  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Emmanuel Marudo  
Canton, Michigan  
Team United Airlines  
Airport Operations  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Grace Mora  
Grand Blanc, Michigan  
Team United Airlines  
Airport Operations  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University
Tyler Higashi
Honolulu, Hawaii
Team United Airlines
Quality Assurance

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Jay Ho
Holland, Michigan
Team United Airlines
Quality Assurance

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Sam Hus
Naperville, Illinois
Team United Airlines
Quality Assurance

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Robert Morton
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Team United Airlines
Quality Assurance

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Michael Schester
Plymouth, Michigan
Team United Airlines
Quality Assurance

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University

Neha Challa
Novi, Michigan
Team United Airlines
Training

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University
Jonathon Moore
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Team Urban Science

Noah O'Bryan
Macomb, Michigan
Team Urban Science

Jackson Riggle
Grand Blanc, Michigan
Team Urban Science

Michael Sobieski
Yardley, Pennsylvania
Team Urban Science

Zack Garrett
Rochester, Michigan
Team Vectorform

Josh Ilkka
Royal Oak, Michigan
Team Vectorform
Alex Lee
Canton, Michigan
Team Vectorform

Katherine Rochon
Mason, Michigan
Team Vectorform

Kartik Soni
Rochester Hills, Michigan
Team Vectorform

Minsong Zheng
Roseville, Michigan
Team Vectorform

Noah Behm
Freeland, Michigan
Team Volkswagen

Chris Belack
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Team Volkswagen

The Capstone Experience
Computer Science and Engineering
Michigan State University
Ryan Doty  
Rochester Hills, Michigan  
Team Volkswagen  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Sean Kelly  
Fowlerville, Michigan  
Team Volkswagen  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Srijith Venkateshwaran  
Okemos, Michigan  
Team Volkswagen  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Yanjia Zhu  
Nanchang, Jiangxi, China  
Team Volkswagen  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Tom Choi  
Gwacheon-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea  
Team Whirlpool  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Quinn James  
Loveland, Ohio  
Team Whirlpool  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University
Joseph Kasza  
Saline, Michigan  
Team Whirlpool  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Justin King  
Hoffman Estates, Illinois  
Team Whirlpool  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Rashon Poole  
Grand Rapids, Michigan  
Team Whirlpool  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Jiuhua Wu  
Beijing, Beijing, China  
Team Whirlpool  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University

Team  
*The Capstone Experience*  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Michigan State University